DOOR FRAME
PRODUCT WARRANTY
ARMOURLINE DOOR FRAME PRODUCT WARRANTY
On our Armourline Polymer Door Frame product range, we offer a 5-Year Replacement Warranty,
on the product alone. The warranty covers the product against de-lamination, deformation, rotting,
termite attack, rust, cracking, splitting, peeling or chalkiness.
The warranty does not cover:
• The cost of labour associated with replacement
• Costs associated with inconvenience, lost usage of facility
• Freight cost
• Hinges, door seals, locks, strike, electric strikes and all associated hardware products are not covered by this warranty

Waiver
No responsibilities, financial or otherwise are accepted by Armourline or Construction Services Qld Pty Ltd for loss or damage
suffered or incurred to persons or property as a result of a product or installation failure. No responsibility is accepted for loss
of trading, or loss of facility usage while a failure or the repairs to a failure are in effect.

Terms
1. The term “Warrantied” means that Construction Services Qld Pty Ltd reserves the right to replace or repair product at
their full discretion.
2. Product “Failure” is determined to be, where a product cannot be used for its intended purpose through a change in the
product appearance or physical condition.
3. “Fair Wear and Tear” means the damage incurred to the product through the day to day normal usage of the product.

Voiding Warranty
1. Abuse of the product, or the substrate behind or adjacent to it may VOID the product warranty at the discretion of
Armourline.
2. If the product is used in a situation not certified by Armourline at time of installation, the product warranty will be
rendered VOID. Example, the product is not certified by Armourline for use on external doors, fire door or smoke
door installations.
3. Armourline reserves the right to VOID a warranty claim if the purchaser or end user has failed to contact Armourline in
writing, in respect to product failure within one month of the initial failure being observed.
4. If the product is fitted in an opening that is not consistent with, or is outside the scope of the original order form for the
product, Armourline reserves the right to VOID the warranty.
5. The use of any installation technique other than those specified in the “Armourline Door Frame Installation” document,
supplied with the product or supplied on the web page at the time of purchase will render the warranty VOID.
6. Any use of fasteners, fixing, sealants or adhesives that are not supplied by Armourline or not used in their specified
manner, as detailed in the “Armourline Door Frame Installation” document, will render the warranty VOID.
7. Any modifications made to the product, cuts, recesses, holes, additions or similar that are not authorised in writing by
Armourline will render the product warranty VOID.
8. Failure to clean the product as per the “Armourline Cleaning Procedure” document may at the discretion of Armourline,
VOID the product warranty.
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